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In Silico Elucidation of Key Drivers of
Staphyloccocus aureuseStaphyloccocus
epidermidiseInduced Skin Damage in Atopic
Dermatitis Lesions

Jamie Lee1,3, Ahmad A. Mannan1,3, Takuya Miyano1, Alan D. Irvine2 and Reiko J. Tanaka1
Staphylococcus aureus (SA) colonizes and can damage skin in atopic dermatitis lesions, despite being
commonly found with Staphylococcus epidermidis (SE), a commensal that can inhibit SA’s virulence and kill SA.
In this study, we developed an in silico model, termed a virtual skin site, describing the dynamic interplay
between SA, SE, and the skin barrier in atopic dermatitis lesions to investigate the mechanisms driving skin
damage by SA and SE. We generated 106 virtual skin sites by varying model parameters to represent different
skin physiologies and bacterial properties. In silico analysis revealed that virtual skin sites with no skin damage
in the model were characterized by parameters representing stronger SA and SE growth attenuation than those
with skin damage. This inspired an in silico treatment strategy combining SA-killing with an enhanced SAeSE
growth attenuation, which was found through simulations to recover many more damaged virtual skin sites to a
non-damaged state, compared with SA-killing alone. This study demonstrates that in silico modelling can help
elucidate the key factors driving skin damage caused by SAeSE colonization in atopic dermatitis lesions and
help propose strategies to control it, which we envision will contribute to the design of promising treatments
for clinical studies.
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INTRODUCTION
Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a debilitating disease of dry, itchy,
and inflamed skin. It affects around 20% of children and 3%
of adults worldwide (Langan et al, 2020; Nutten, 2015), with
incidences on the increase (Asher et al, 2006). Patients with
AD typically have an impaired skin barrier function, such as
genetic defects in FLG (Palmer et al, 2006) and higher pH
(Geoghegan et al, 2018). An impaired skin function can lead
to dysbiosis of the skin microbiome (Bjerre et al, 2021),
where bacterial diversity is severely reduced and contains
high fractions of Staphylococcus aureus (SA) (Byrd et al,
2017; Kong et al, 2012). SA can proliferate to such high
populations in AD lesions that they switch to a skin damaging
phenotype (Hwang et al, 2021) through quorum sensing (QS)
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activation of its accessory gene regulator (agr) system (Jenul
and Horswill, 2019; Nakamura et al, 2013) and expression
of virulence factors phenol soluble modulin (PSM) a and PSM
d (Nakagawa et al, 2017; Nakamura et al, 2013; Nakatsuji
et al, 2016; Williams et al, 2019, 2017). Skin damage can
also induce the loss of the acid mantle (Elias, 2017), further
increasing SA growth (Iyer et al, 2021; Miajlovic et al, 2010).

The most prevalent coresident with SA in AD skin lesions is
coagulase negative staphylococci (CoNS), Staphylococcus
epidermidis (SE) (Kong et al, 2012). Considered a sentinel of
healthy skin (Fournière et al, 2020), SE fortifies the skin bar-
rier integrity with ceramides (Zheng et al, 2022) and can also
actively defend against SA invasion by secreting products
from its activated QS agr system. These QS products include
autoinducing peptides (AIPs) that inhibit the expression of SA
virulence (Otto et al, 2001; Williams et al, 2019) and of
PSMs, such as PSM g and PSM d, which can kill SA (Cogen
et al, 2010; Hardy et al, 2020). SE and SA are expected to
interact through products of their QS agr system in AD lesions
because SE’s agr system is reported to be active in vivo
(Teichmann et al, 2022; Zhou et al, 2020). However, the
outcome of their interactions remains unclear.

To investigate the outcome of the SAeSE interactions and
their effect on the skin, in this study, we built an in silico
model of the dynamic interactions between SA, SE, and the
skin barrier, using a bottom-up approach (Tanaka and Ono,
2013). The model considers QS-induced damage by both
SA and SE because skin damaging by SA is well-established
(Williams et al, 2019), and some SE isolates have also been
stigative Dermatology. This is an open
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discovered to damage the skin in AD through its agr
QSeactivated expression of extracellular cysteine protease
EcpA (Cau et al, 2021).

We built the model on the basis of a previously published
model of AD pathogenesis (Miyano et al, 2022) where
Miyano et al (2022) considered the interaction between SA
and a generic non-damaging CoNS. Their model simulations
suggested that AD treatment by antibiotics may fail to recover
skin barrier integrity (Miyano et al, 2022) because antibiotics
are usually unspecific to SA and may disproportionately kill
off other CoNS, reducing their ability to inhibit SA virulence
and prevent skin damage. They predicted that the targeted
killing of SA only (SA-killing) should enable skin barrier re-
covery. However, the efficacy of SA-killing is unclear if CoNS
in admixture with SA at the skin site, such as SE, is also skin
damaging. Furthermore, the long-term efficacy of SA-killing
could not be investigated by Miyano et al (2022)’s model
because some of the clinical data used to develop the model
only evaluated the efficacy of treatment over a short duration
(eg, 10 days). The systems behavior may still change
dynamically beyond this time point.

In this study, we generate 106 virtual skin sites describing
AD lesions with SA and SE colonization by varying the pa-
rameters representing a wide range of skin physiologies and
SA and SE strains in our in silico model. We simulate the
steady states of each virtual skin site and analyze whether the
virtual skin site converges to a damaged skin state, that is, a
state in our model that represents skin damage by SA and/or
SE. We then evaluate the impact of applying a treatment to
virtual skin sites in a damaged skin state. In silico simulations
demonstrate that a SA-killing treatment mostly fails to recover
damaged skin states to a non-damaged skin state in the
model. Assessment of model parameters characterizing
different virtual skin sites reveals key interactions that drive
the emergence of a damaged skin state in the model, sug-
gesting an alternative in silico treatment strategy combining
SA-killing with an enhanced attenuation of SA and SE growth.
Simulations of this alternative in silico treatment strategy to
all virtual skin sites in a damaged skin state predict that more
Figure 1. Schematic of the in silicomodel of AD lesions with SAeSE colonization
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of these virtual skin sites can recover to a non-damaged skin
state in the model. This work demonstrates that in silico
modeling can be an effective tool to elucidate system out-
comes and can help to rationally guide the implementation of
successful treatment strategies applicable to a wide range of
patients in the clinic.

RESULTS
In silico model of AD lesions with SAeSE colonization

We developed an in silico model that captures our current
knowledge of the systems-level dynamic interactions between
SA, SE, and the skin barrier in AD lesions (Figure 1, model
formulation detailed in Supplementary Materials and Methods).
The model is a system of 3 ordinary differential equations
describing the growth dynamics of SA and SE, how they are
affected by the skin barrier, their population densityedependent
expression of QS-agr products, the resulting interactions be-
tween the 2 bacteria, and their damaging of the skin barrier. The
dynamics are defined by 17 parameters (Supplementary
Table S1), with the nominal value of 9 parameters derived
from previously published studies and the values of the
remaining 8 parameters chosen on the basis of knowledge of
the field (Supplementary Materials and Methods).

The key interactions included in our model were identified
on the basis of empirical evidence from previously published
in vivo (Cau et al, 2021; Hoffman et al, 2014; Koster, 2009;
Williams et al, 2019) and in vitro (Iyer et al, 2021; James et al,
2013; Miajlovic et al, 2010; Nakatsuji et al, 2017; Olson
et al, 2014; Toribio et al, 2018; Williams et al, 2019)
studies. As SA and SE populations grow, they secrete AIPs,
which trigger the activation of the QS-switch once AIPs reach
a threshold concentration. The activation of the QS-switch in
turn activates the expression of antimicrobial peptides that
can kill the other species (Cogen et al, 2010; Nakatsuji et al,
2017), virulence factors that can damage the skin (Cau et al,
2021; Williams et al, 2019), and AIPs that can interfere with
the other species’ QS sensing module (Otto et al, 2001;
Williams et al, 2019). For simplicity, we assumed that the
threshold concentration of AIPs that activate the QS-switch is
. The model describes interactions between SA (light blue ovals), SE (dark blue

uations. The agr QS system in both bacteria is assumed to be activated in a

synthesize several products, namely AIPs (dots), AMPs (pentagons) that kill the

AIPs inhibit SA QS activation but not vice versa. VF denotes virulence factor.

MP, antimicrobial peptide; QS, quorum sensing; SA, Staphylococcus aureus;
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Figure 2. Three types of virtual skin sites. (a) Illustration of 106 virtual skin sites generated. (b) Three types of virtual skin sites were defined by whether the stable

skin state converged to non-damaged (yellow) or damaged (red). (c) Representative example plots of the stable steady state SA and SE populations and

barrier integrity (dot color) for each type of skin site. Dashed lines represent thresholds of SA (SAth) and SE (SEth) populations that activate their QS-switch, which

we varied in our analysis. QS, quorum sensing; SA, Staphylococcus aureus; SE, Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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directly proportional to a threshold population density,
denoted as SAth and SEth (Figure 1, inset). The skin barrier was
assumed to continuously repair and desquamate while
attenuating the growths of SA and SE. We defined the
modelled skin barrier to be in a damaged or non-damaged
state, depending on whether the skin is being damaged by SA
and/or SE or neither, as reflected in the barrier integrity value
being low (0<B<1) or high (B¼1) in the model, respectively.

Three qualitatively distinct virtual skin sites

We first investigated the long-term outcomes of SAeSEeskin
barrier interactions, also known as the stable steady states of
the system. To explore how different model parameter values
may lead to different steady states, we generated 106 virtual
skin sites (Figure 2a) by randomly selecting 106 sets of 17
model parameter values, each of which was sampled from a
range defined in Supplementary Table S1. Variations in the
parameter values represent varying skin physiologies and
functional differences in SA and SE strains between AD le-
sions. For each virtual skin site, we numerically determined
all the stable steady states that the system eventually
converged onto (Materials and Methods and Supplementary
Materials and Methods provide the details). We define a
state to be stable if the system converges back to it after a
small perturbation is added to the populations of SA or SE or
skin barrier integrity value.

We discovered 3 qualitatively distinct virtual skin sites
(Figure 2b). Specifically, we define a virtual skin site as (i)
asymptomatic if it converges to a single non-damaged skin
state (Figure 2b, left), (ii) reversible if it converges to both
non-damaged and damaged skin states (Figure 2b, middle),
and (iii) irreversible if it converges only to damaged skin
states (Figure 2b, right). We use the terms reversible
and irreversible to distinguish between sites that have a
non-damaged skin state that the system could be reversed
back to, given the right perturbation such as an in silico
treatment, versus sites that have no non-damaged skin states.
The population densities of SA and SE for all virtual skin sites
are shown in Supplementary Figure S1, with examples of
each qualitatively distinct skin site illustrated in Figure 2c.

Simulated temporary SA-killing treatment often fails to
recover a non-damaged state in the model

We then investigated whether a temporary SA-killing, as
proposed by Miyano et al (2022), could bring a damaged
virtual skin site back to a non-damaged skin state. To simulate
the temporary SA-killing treatment, we applied a fixed
strength of SA-killing (model parameter dAS) for a fixed
duration to all damaged virtual skin sites (791,168 reversible
and irreversible virtual skin sites of the 106 sites) (Figures 3a).
We measured the success rate of the given in silico SA-killing
treatment by the proportion of all treated virtual skin sites that
moved out of the damaged skin state and converged to a
stable non-damaged skin state. We also explored how
changing the strength and duration of the in silico treatment
affected the success rate.

Simulations of the SA-killing treatment predicted a low
success rate (Figure 3b). For example, only 20% of all
damaged virtual skin sites recovered to a non-damaged skin
state by an in silico SA-killing of strength of 3 days�1 applied
for 2 days. Increasing the simulated treatment strength and
duration to 10 days�1 and 50 days only increased the success
rate to 39% (Supplementary Figure S2). The low success rate
was attributed to the large proportion of irreversible virtual
skin sites, which did not have a non-damaged skin state to
converge to once the in silico treatment was removed
(Figure 3c).

Simulations of the SA-killing treatment applied to revers-
ible virtual skin sites allowed many of them to recover to a
non-damaged skin state in the model (Figure 3d). However,
this outcome may depend on the strength and duration of the
simulated treatment and whether the virtual skin site has a
parameter representing skin-damaging SE. For example, in a
particular virtual skin site, the simulated SA-killing with
strength of 5 days�1 and duration of 4 days led to a see-saw
effect where SA was eradicated, but SE overgrew and
continued damaging the skin. In contrast, a slightly weaker
treatment strength of 4 days�1 for the same duration did
recover the virtual skin site to a non-damaged skin state
(Supplementary Figure S3). This suggests that a specific
treatment regime may be required for each virtual skin site to
recover to a non-damaged state, making treatment adminis-
tration impractical in clinical settings. To identify a more
promising treatment strategy, we need to understand the key
interactions in the model driving a damaged skin state.

Identifying key interactions driving virtual skin sites to a
damaged skin state

To unveil the key interactions in virtual skin sites that enable
the existence of damaged skin states, we compared the dis-
tribution of values of each model parameter for all virtual skin
sites with no damaged skin states (ie, asymptomatic sites)
against those for all virtual skin sites with a damaged skin
state (ie, reversible and irreversible sites) (Supplementary
Figure S4). The distribution of values of 6 model parameters
www.jidinnovations.org 3
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Figure 3. SA-killing treatment mostly fails to recover a non-damaged skin state. (a) Illustration of SA-killing treatment applied to damaged states (red dots).

(bed) Heatmap of successful recovery to a non-damaged skin state in the model for SA-killing treatments of varying strength and duration, as percentage of all

(b) damaged skin sites, (c) irreversible sites, or (d) reversible sites. (c) Irreversible systems can only converge to damaged states (inset), (d) but SA-killing of

reversible systems may succeed or fail (inset). SA, Staphylococcus aureus.
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appeared visually different (Figure 4a): asymptomatic virtual
skin sites were characterized by parameters representing
faster skin desquamation and recovery, stronger SA and SE
growth attenuation, and weaker SA and SE skin damage than
reversible and irreversible virtual skin sites (Figure 4b, left).

In addition, we explored the key interactions that drove the
difference between irreversible and reversible virtual skin
sites. Irreversible virtual skin sites were characterized by
parameters representing a weaker attenuation of SA growth
by the skin and slower skin desquamation than reversible
ones (Figure 4b, right). Further analysis revealed that irre-
versible virtual skin sites were more specifically character-
ized by parameters representing a weaker attenuation of the
skin damaging species, allowing those species to switch to a
skin damaging phenotype. For example, irreversible virtual
skin sites with a non-skin-damaging SE had parameters
describing a strong attenuation of SE growth (Supplementary
Figure S5a), whereas other irreversible virtual skin sites with a
skin-damaging SE had parameters describing a weak attenu-
ation of SE growth (Supplementary Figure S5b).

Augmenting SA-killing with stronger SA and SE growth
attenuation increases the number of virtual skin sites that
recover to a non-damaged skin state

These results suggest that the most effective strategy to
recover a non-damaged skin state in the model is by shifting
Figure 4. Key model parameters driving a non-damaged and damaged skin stat

parameters that characterize each skin type (black dots represent median values

and gray lines, respectively) in interaction strengths that characterize asymptom
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the model parameters to achieve stronger SA and SE growth
attenuation, weaker SA and SE skin damage, and faster skin
desquamation and recovery (Figure 4b). However, it is diffi-
cult to induce a faster skin desquamation and repair in a
clinical setting, whereas numerous clinical strategies already
exist to attenuate bacterial growth (Khadka et al, 2021; Lee
et al, 2016; Nakatsuji et al, 2021), which would conse-
quently weaken SA and SE skin damaging. We thus perceived
SA-killing and enhancing SA and SE growth attenuation to be
the most translatable treatment to clinical settings.

We therefore propose a dual-action treatment, with a stron-
ger attenuation of SA and SE growth together with temporary
SA-killing (Figure 5a; see Materials and Methods) to enable
more damaged virtual skin sites to recover to a non-damaged
skin state. To implement the dual-action treatment,we simulate
the temporary SA-killing and increased the parameters repre-
senting the skin’s attenuationof SAandSEgrowths (gAB andgEB)
by multiplying them with scaling factors gAS and gES (see Ma-
terials andMethods). We varied gAS and gES between 1 and 30
to cover a wide range of attenuation strengths.

The simulated dual-action treatment allowed far more
damaged virtual skin sites to recover to a non-damaged skin
state (Figure 5b) than simulated SA-killing alone (Figure 3b).
For example, the in silico application of a 20-fold growth
attenuation of SA and SE combined with a weak (3 day�1)
and short (2 days) SA-killing increased the treatment success
e in the model. (a) Violin plots of the distributions of values for 6 key

). (b) Schematics highlighting stronger, weaker, and no change (bold, dashed,

atic sites (left) and irreversible sites (right).
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rate from 20 to 80% (Figures 5b and 3b), although the success
rate plateaus for increasing strengths of the growth attenua-
tion of SA and SE (Supplementary Figure S6a).

Why does enhancing the attenuation of SA and SE growth
enable more damaged virtual skin sites to recover in the model?
In silico model analysis suggests that a strong and sustained
enhancement of SA and SE growth attenuation resulted in the
emergence of a non-damaged skin state for many irreversible
virtual skin sites, which SA-killing could move the system to
(Figure 5e and Supplementary Figure S6bed). As a result, a 20-
fold enhanced attenuation of SA and SE growth combinedwith a
weak (3 day�1) and short (2 days) SA-killing, for instance,
improved the success rate from 0 to 70% for all irreversible
virtual skin sites (Figures 5c and 3c) and 30 to 90% for all
reversible virtual skin sites (Figures 5d and 3d) in the model.
Furthermore, a strong enough attenuation of SA and SE growth
could even make damaged skin states disappear altogether
(Figure 5f), explaining why a 56% recovery of all damaged vir-
tual skin sites was observed even for 0 days�1 strength of a
simulated SA-killing treatment (Figure 5b).

However, simulations of the dual-action treatment with
stronger attenuation of SE than of SA caused some reversible
virtual skin sites to lose their non-damaged skin state
(Supplementary Figure S6d). Enhancing the model parameter
describing SE growth attenuation for virtual skin sites colo-
nized by non-skin-damaging SE could weaken SE’s ability to
control SA populations through its QS products, resulting in
skin damage by SA. This observation highlights the importance
of attenuating both SA and SE growths similarly in silico rather
than focusing on one species or the other.

DISCUSSION
In silico analysis reveals the model interactions driving the
emergence of skin damaging SAeSE populations

SA is almost always found in AD skin lesions and can cause
skin damage. However, SE, which can control SA, is also
prevalent (Byrd et al, 2017; Kong et al, 2012; Rauer et al,
2023). In this study, we developed and analyzed an in sil-
ico model of AD lesions with SAeSE colonization and found
that the key interaction parameters that allow the emergence
of a damaged skin state in a virtual skin site represent a weak
attenuation of SA and SE growth and slow skin desquamation
and repair. From these results, we hypothesize that poor skin
physiology in AD skin lesions may allow SA to grow to skin-
damaging populations, even if SE can kill SA and inhibit its
virulence.

The in silicomodel suggested that SA and SE can also coexist
in a non-damaged skin state if the model parameters represent
a strong attenuation of SA and SE growth and fast skin
desquamation and repair. If such AD skin sites exist in the
clinic, one may observe the existence of SA as a commensal
phenotype (Krismer et al, 2017)with inactiveQS.However, SA
may proliferate to skin-damaging populations if the skin loses
its ability to control bacterial growth, for example, due to loss
of the acidmantle inAD (Panther and Jacob, 2015) or change in
host antimicrobial peptide production (Nakatsuji et al, 2023).
Thus, a possible route for AD pathogenesis may be the weak-
ening of skin function, followed by the overgrowth and skin
damaging by pre-existing populations of SA and/or SE, hidden
as commensal phenotypes, suggesting thatmicrobial dysbiosis
in AD may be a type of epiphenomenon.

In silico simulations suggest promising treatment strategy

We explored how in silico treatments could recover damaged
virtual skin sites to a non-damaged state. To determine a
widely applicable treatment, we simulated the treatment to a
vast number of different virtual skin sites, each defined by a
unique set of parameters representing different skin physiol-
ogies and bacterial properties.

The first treatment simulated the killing of only SA. This
treatment was previously predicted to be promising (Miyano
et al, 2022), but its efficacy beyond the treatment period or in
www.jidinnovations.org 5
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the presence of a skin-damaging CoNS was unclear. In this
study, we investigated the long-term efficacy of a simulated
temporary SA-killing by evaluating whether treated damaged
skin sites could eventually converge to a non-damaging skin
state. The simulated SA-killing treatment performed poorly,
largely because SA-killing failed on irreversible virtual skin
sites that did not have a non-damaged state to converge to. In
our model simulation, SA-killing only perturbs SA pop-
ulations, which sometimes enable the overgrowth of SE to
continue damaging skin.

We then proposed an alternative dual-action treatment
inspired by the characteristics of asymptomatic virtual
skin sites in the model because they only converge to a
non-damaged skin state. The dual-action treatment involved
applying a continuous enhancement of SA and SE growth
attenuation together with temporary SA-killing, which in
silico simulations showed increased the proportion of all
damaged virtual skin sites that recovered to a non-damaged
skin state, even with a relatively short and weak SA-killing. Its
success was attributed to the increase in model parameter
values representing SA and SE growth attenuation that
enabled the emergence of a non-damaged skin state, even for
irreversible virtual skin sites.

On the basis of these in silico model results, we speculate
that temporary SA-killing in the clinic will not prevent SA
recolonization, for example, from transmission and
regrowing to a skin damaging phenotype. AD is indeed
characterized by poor skin function and control of SA growth
in the clinic, with patients having higher skin pH (Geoghegan
et al, 2018; Lambers et al, 2006; Panther and Jacob, 2015),
lower host antimicrobial peptide concentration (Ong et al,
2002; Sieprawska-Lupa et al, 2004), and reduced skin
microbiome diversity (Byrd et al, 2017; Clausen et al, 2018;
Kong et al, 2012). We hypothesize that the dual-action
treatment strategy applied in clinical practice may be more
efficacious and widely appliable than SA-killing alone as
predicted by the in silico model. The promise of the dual-
action treatment strategy in the clinic is supported by a pre-
vious study (Miyano et al, 2022) that revealed that the effi-
cacy of SA-killing was potentiated if administered in
conjunction with dupilumab, a biologic that indirectly en-
hances skin barrier integrity by inhibiting IL-4 and IL-13
receptors.

Moving to validation of the proposed treatment with future
clinical studies

The in silico model developed in this study is a mathematical
description of the current working knowledge of the in-
teractions between SA and SE, and how they exacerbate skin
damage in AD lesions, on the basis of literature and key as-
sumptions of the biology. The full applicability of the model
cannot be established until a study is done in the future to
validate the model predictions in collaboration with clini-
cians. This could further improve the model and its utility to
elucidate basic biology, advance understanding of the dis-
ease, and optimize successful treatment strategies.

We envision that validation of the dual-action treatment
regime proposed in this study could be confirmed in the
laboratory. For instance, one could culture SA and SE on an
organotypic skin model (Rikken et al, 2023) at pH 7 (to
JID Innovations (2024), Volume 4
mimic the higher pH environment on AD lesions [Sparavigna
et al, 1999]) in 3 conditions: (i) without any treatment; (ii)
application of SA-killing only, enacted through the temporal
addition of PSM g harvested from SE (Cogen et al, 2010); and
(iii) application of the dual-action treatment enacted by the
temporal addition of PSM g (SA-killing) and application of a
hydrochloric acid cream of pH 3.5 to attenuate SA and SE
growths (Iyer et al, 2021; Lee et al, 2016). The validity of the
dual-action treatment would be confirmed in the laboratory if
we observe lower steady state abundances of SA and/or SE
and no expression of SA or SE QSeinduced agr P3 promoter
(Jenul and Horswill, 2019; Olson et al, 2014), that is, no
damage to the organotypic skin model, compared with only
SA-killing. We envision that this in vitro validation will pave
the route to a similar validation in mouse and human clinical
studies.

A potential limitation of applying the acid cream for the
dual-action treatment is not knowing how frequently or for
how long it should be applied to a patient in the clinic. The in
silico model suggests that growth attenuation needs to be
applied indefinitely. However, the dual-action treatment
implemented in the clinic may allow recovery of the skin
and/or re-emergence of diverse skin commensals, which may
continue the attenuation of SA and SE growth and allow
treatment to be stopped. For instance, improvements in AD
symptoms by standard AD treatments (eg, emollients and
corticosteroids) were reported to be correlated with the re-
establishment of a more diverse skin microbiome with
reduced SA prevalence (Khadka et al, 2021), suggesting that
increasing the skin microbiome diversity is crucial for long-
term recovery from AD. We speculate that the dual-action
treatment proposed in this study may be necessary only un-
til skin commensals re-emerge on AD skin to provide syner-
gistic control on SA and SE growth and reinforce the skin
barrier integrity (Byrd et al, 2017; Zheng et al, 2022). We
envision that clinical studies will help to determine the
optimal duration of acid cream application until microbiome
re-establishment.

It is unclear how other commensals would be affected by
the application of an acid cream, although SA may be more
strongly attenuated than SE (Iyer et al, 2021). We speculate
that the application of a pH 3.5 dilute hydrochloric acid
cream may enable other skin commensals to thrive at higher
relative abundances as they do in healthy skin (Byrd et al,
2017; Kong et al, 2012) because this cream reportedly
maintained a skin surface pH of 4.5e5 (Lee et al, 2016), close
to a healthy skin pH (Panther and Jacob, 2015). We effec-
tively simulated the worst case scenario outcomes from the
dual-action treatment by modelling only the interactions
between SA, SE, and the skin barrier while neglecting the
potential added inhibition of SA and SE growths by an
increased abundance of commensals during recovery. We
envision that the effects of the acid cream on SA, SE, and
other skin microbiota would be established from clinical
studies in the future.

Future uses of the model to address assumptions of the basic
biology of AD

In this study, we developed an in silicomodel of a virtual skin
site describing the interactions between SA, SE, and the skin
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barrier. We chose to model SA and SE because several studies
have consistently found that they are the 2 most abundant
species in AD lesions, whereas the abundance of other
commensal species appear to be less consistent across sam-
ples (Byrd et al, 2017; Kong et al, 2012; Nakatsuji et al, 2021,
2017; Rauer et al, 2023). Furthermore, SA and SE have been
shown to contribute to skin damage (Cau et al, 2021; Tian
et al, 2021). We appreciate that there is a wide heterogene-
ity of microbiomes in AD skin lesions and that the other
commensals we chose not to model may play a role in
controlling SA and SE populations (Nakatsuji et al, 2021,
2017). For the purposes of this study, we assumed that the
contribution of all other skin commensals to controlling SA
and/or SE are negligible because they are typically in low
relative abundance in AD lesions (Byrd et al, 2017; Kong
et al, 2012; Rauer et al, 2023). Validating the model with
time-course data of microbial absolute abundances and
barrier integrity measurements from clinical patients would
improve the model’s predictive power and enhance our un-
derstanding of the relative contribution of SA and SE against
commensals in AD pathogenesis. Despite an absence of
SAeSE dynamic data in the literature, as far as we are aware,
the model could still uncover 2 key qualitative features of
SAeSE steady state compositions reported in previous
studies: the stable coexistence of SA and SE in some patients
and the dominance of SA or SE in other patients (Byrd et al,
2017; Cau et al, 2021; Kong et al, 2012).

After model validation, the in silicomodel could be used to
address assumptions of the biology of AD. For example, it is
assumed that SA can grow to skin-damaging populations and
prevent recovery of the skin after a large enough initial
damage to the skin barrier, for example, by injury (Wanke
et al, 2013). To elucidate whether and how large an initial
damage would allow SA to prevent the skin from recovering,
one could use the in silico model to simulate the skin barrier
integrity reached from different levels of initial skin damage.
As another example, SA is commonly the dominant species
in AD skin lesions (Byrd et al, 2017; Kong et al, 2012; Rauer
et al, 2023) and is assumed to kill its competitor SE to
become dominant. To establish whether it is necessary for SA
to kill SE to become dominant, the model can be used to
determine which species eventually dominates at steady state
if SA cannot kill SE compared with if it can.

Beyond the basic biology, the validated in silico model
could be used to suggest optimal treatment regimes. Treat-
ment optimization can be posed as a multi-objective opti-
mization problem to maximize the proportion of damaged
virtual skin sites that recover to a non-damaged skin state but
minimize the total amount and length of treatment applied in
the model. It is then crucial for the optimal treatment regime
to be tested in laboratory or clinical studies to confirm
whether the treatment strength and duration identified by the
model can be feasibly attained.

The in silico model has not accounted for potential
antagonism or synergism between the treatments enacting
SA-killing and bacterial growth attenuation. Determining
their interactions experimentally will allow us to incorporate
them into the model, enabling a more accurate prediction of
the treatment outcome in silico and helping optimize the
proposed dual-action treatment to maximize treatment suc-
cess rate.

This study demonstrates that in silicomodeling can be used
to help unveil the key mechanisms driving a system to a
damaged skin state. Persistent AD lesions in our model are
characterized by parameters describing a poor attenuation of
SA growth by the skin and slow desquamation. Identifying
the key mechanisms leading to the emergence of an
asymptomatic virtual skin site with a single non-damaged
skin state helped to inspire a promising dual-action treatment
strategy in our in silico model of AD lesions with SAeSE
colonization. The in silico investigation suggests that
enhancing the skin’s attenuation of SA and SE growth can
enable SA-killing to recover a non-damaged skin state for
many virtual skin sites, including those with a skin-damaging
SE. The results from this in silico study need to be confirmed
in clinical settings but show promise to be widely applicable.
We believe that this model provides a powerful tool for
investigative dermatology by enabling a rational proposal of
treatments through understanding how SAeSEeskin in-
teractions may be contributing to AD pathogenesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model overview

The proposed in silicomodel of AD lesions with SAeSE colonization

is defined by 3 ordinary differential equations:

dA

dt
¼ kA$AðtÞ

1þ gAB$BðtÞ
�
1-
AðtÞ
Amax

�
-dAE $

swE$EðtÞ
swE$EðtÞ þ bEp;th

$AðtÞ-dB$AðtÞ;

(1)

dE

dt
¼ kE$EðtÞ

1þ gEB$BðtÞ
�
1-
EðtÞ
Emax

�
-dEA $

swA$AðtÞ
swA$AðtÞ þ bAp;th

$ EðtÞ-dB$EðtÞ;

(2)

dB

dt
¼ kB$ð1� BðtÞÞ-bdBE$swEðEÞ$EðtÞ$BðtÞ � bdBA$swAðAÞ$AðtÞ$BðtÞ;

(3)

Where t is time (days), A(t) and E(t) are the bacterial population

densities (colony-forming unit/cm2) of SA and SE on the skin, and

B(t) is the skin barrier integrity (unitless). We set A(t) and E(t)¼0 when

their respective populations become <1 colony-forming unit/cm2

because bacterial population densities measured in colony-forming

unit/cm2 are integers. B(t)¼0 represents complete barrier damage,

and B(t)¼1 represents the skin barrier without damage.

As the populations of SA and SE grow, small amounts of AIPs are

secreted from each species and activate a QS-switch of the agr in

Staphylococci to synthesize antimicrobial peptides and virulence

factors. We model the AIP-induced QS-switches as Heaviside

functions:

swAðAÞ ¼
�
0; 0 < A < bAth$ð1þ bgAE$swE ðEÞ$EÞ;
1; A � bAth$ð1þ bgAE$swE ðEÞ$EÞ;

(4)
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swE ðEÞ ¼
�
0; 0 < E < bE th;
1; E � bE th;

(5)

Where bAth and bE th denote the threshold population sizes of SA and

SE that result in the switch on of QS, and bgAE describes the strength

at which SE inhibits SA virulence factor production.

Steady state analysis

Steady states are defined in this study as the values of SA, SE, and

skin barrier integrity (A*, E*, B*) when max
���dA=dt��;��dE=dt��; ��dB=dt���

� 10�6. Steady states are stable when the eigenvalues of their Ja-

cobian matrix evaluated at a particular steady state have negative

real parts.

We derived the stable steady states for each parameter set using

analytical and numerical approaches. When at least 1 QS-switch is

inactive, we obtained analytical solutions for 8 of 9 steady states of

SA, SE, and skin barrier integrity (A*, E*, B*) using simultaneous

equations (Supplementary Materials and Methods) because the 3

ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for SA, SE, and skin barrier

integrity are decoupled. When both QS-switches are on, an

analytical solution could not be obtained owing to interlinking

variables, and we adopted a numerical approach with MATLAB

ODE solver function ode15s for numeric integration of stiff systems.

We performed time-course simulations using the maximum popu-

lation sizes of SA (Amax) and SE (Emax) as the initial conditions and

simulated until steady states are reached. We do not consider the

time taken to converge to a stable steady state in our model analyses.

Computational simulations of treatment application

We used MATLAB ode15s to simulate the effects of treatment ap-

plications and reported the steady states at 106 days after the treat-

ment was removed. The initial conditions are damaged skin states of

irreversible and reversible virtual skin sites. We chose the damaged

skin state with large populations of SA (ie, its QS-switch was active)

as the initial state if it existed for a particular virtual skin site. For the

virtual skin sites with more than 1 damaged skin state with large SA

populations, we chose the SA-driven damaged skin state (where its

QS-switch is active) with the lowest barrier integrity because it

represents the worst skin condition. If large populations of SA did not

exist for a particular virtual skin site, we started the simulation from a

damaged skin state driven by large SE populations with an active

QS-switch. This is because we assume that clinicians treat patients

with AD on the basis of whether a damaged state is observed without

an easy method to distinguish whether skin damage is caused by SA

or SE.

We describe the effects of SA-killing by adding a term for SA-

killing with a rate dAS [day
�1]:

dA

dt
¼ kA$AðtÞ

1þ gAB$BðtÞ
�
1� AðtÞ

Amax

�
� dAE $

swE$EðtÞ
swE$EðtÞ þ bE p;th

$AðtÞ

� dB $AðtÞ � dAS$AðtÞ
(6)

We explored different strengths (dAS) and durations of SA-killing

and reported the stable steady state the system converged to at 106

days from treatment removal.

The proposed dual-action treatment involves a continuous

enhancement of bacterial growth attenuation by the skin (with the

fold-change increase described by gAS and gES) and temporary SA-

killing:
JID Innovations (2024), Volume 4
dA

dt
¼ kA$AðtÞ

1þ gAS$gAB$BðtÞ
1� AðtÞ

Amax

� dAE $
swE$EðtÞ

swE$EðtÞ þ bE p;th

$AðtÞ � dB$AðtÞ � dAS$AðtÞ
(7)

dE

dt
¼ kE$EðtÞ

1þ gES$gEB$BðtÞ
�
1� EðtÞ

Emax

�
� dEA $

swA$AðtÞ
swA$AðtÞ þ bAp;th

$ EðtÞ � dB$EðtÞ
(8)

A continuous enhancement of bacterial growth attenuation

changes the number and type of stable steady states seen for a

particular virtual skin site. We recalculated the stable steady states

for each virtual skin site with varying strengths of bacterial growth

attenuation (1�gAS�30 and 1�gES�30). We simulated a fixed SA-

killing for a range of bacterial growth attenuation strengths, starting

from the damaged stable states observed after SA and SE growth

attenuation was applied.

All computational analysis was performed using MATLAB (version

R2021b; MathWorks).
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SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS

Subcategorization of virtual skin sites of atopic dermatitis
lesions with Staphylococcus aureuseStaphylococcus
epidermidis colonization

We subcategorized the 3 types of virtual skin sites—asymp-
tomatic, reversible, and irreversible—on the basis of the
populations of Staphylococcus aureus (SA) and Staphylo-
coccus epidermidis (SE) and how many stable states were
present (Supplementary Figure S1), demonstrating that
although many subtypes exist, they all belong to 1 of the 3
defined virtual skin types.

Effects of SA-killing treatment

We explored the effectiveness of the SA-killing treatment over
long durations (maximum of 50 days) and strengths
(maximum of 10 days�1) (Supplementary Figure S2) to see
whether an improved rate of treatment success could be
observed when compared with shorter durations and weaker
treatments. In addition, we found that some reversible skin
sites with skin-damaging SE required a precise treatment
regimen to converge to a non-damaged skin state in the
model after SA-killing treatment was removed
(Supplementary Figure S3).

Analysis of parameters driving asymptomatic, reversible,
and irreversible skin sites

When analyzing the parameters driving asymptomatic,
reversible, or irreversible skin sites, we plotted the distribu-
tion of all parameter values for each category as violin plots
(Supplementary Figure S4) and then extracted the key pa-
rameters that were qualitatively different when comparing
between the 3 types of virtual skin sites. Furthermore, we
analyzed the effects of skin-damaging SE strains on the
mechanisms driving asymptomatic, reversible, and irrevers-
ible skin sites by splitting virtual skin sites on the basis of
whether they had skin damaging or non-damaging strains of
SE (Supplementary Figure S5).

Effects of enhancing SA and SE growth attenuation

In the implementation of the dual-action treatment, we found
that increasing levels of growth attenuation of SA and SE al-
lows SA-killing to recover a larger percentage of virtual skin
sites to a non-damaged skin state (Supplementary Figure S6a).
Enhancing SA and SE growth attenuation evenly and strongly
enables the largest percentage of damaged skin sites to gain a
non-damaged skin state (Supplementary Figure S6bed).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model parameters

The nominal value of each parameter defined in
Supplementary Table S1 was either derived from published
data (9 parameters discussed in the section titled derivation of
parameters from published data) or chosen arbitrarily (the
remaining 8 parameters discussed in the section titled moti-
vation for how the remaining parameter values were chosen).
Parameter values were derived by either (i) directly extracting
data points from previously published papers or (ii) fitting
model equations to extracted data points by a least-squares
fit. Data points were extracted from published papers using
WebPlotDigitizer (Rohatgi, 2022).
Model construction

Overview of the simplified in silico model. We show the
model schematic (Supplementary Figure S7) and the simpli-
fied model equations describing AD lesional skin with SAeSE
colonization in this section.

For SA growth, death, and its quorum sensing (QS) auto-
inducing peptide (AIP)einduced weaponization, we used the
following:
Overview of full in silico model. We show the full model
equations describing AD lesional skin with SAeSE coloni-
zation in this section, which simplifies to the model equa-
tions presented earlier through the steps outlined in the
section on model structure and underlying assumptions
which helped simplify the full model.

For SA growth, death, and its QS AIP-induced weaponi-
zation, we used the following:
www.jidinnovations.org 11
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SA dynamics dA

dt
¼ kA,A

1þ gAB,B

�
1� A

Amax

�
�

dAE,
Ep

Ep þ Ep;th
,A� dB,A;

SA AIP-induced
QS-switch

swAðAIÞ ¼�
0; 0 < AI < AI;th,ð1þ gAE,EI
1; AI � AI;th,ð1þ gAE,EIÞ;

SA AIP dynamics dAI

dt
¼ ðrAI;min þ rAI;max ,

swAðAIÞ
�
,A� ðdAI þ dBÞ,AI ;

SA antimicrobial
peptide (AMP)
dynamics

dAp

dt
¼ ðrAp ,swAðAIÞÞ,A� ðdAp

dBÞ,Ap ;

SA virulence factor
dynamics

dAvf

dt
¼ ðrAvf ,swAðAIÞÞ,A�
ðdAvf þ dBÞ,Avf:

For SE growth, death, and its QS AIP-induced
weaponization, we used the following:
SE dynamics dE

dt
¼ kE,E

1þ gEB,B

�
1� E

Emax

�
�

dEA,
Ap

Ap þ Ap;th
,E � dB,E;

SE AIP-induced
QS-switch

swEðEIÞ ¼
�
0; 0 < EI < EI;th;
1; EI � EI;th;

SE AIP dynamics dEI
dt

¼ ðrEI;min þ
rEI;max ,swEðEIÞÞ,E � ðdEI þ dBÞ,E

SE AMP dynamics dEp
dt

¼ ðrEp ,swEðEIÞÞ,E � ðdEp þ
dBÞ,Ep ;

SE virulence factor
dynamics

dEvf
dt

¼ ðrEvf ,swEðEIÞÞ,E � ðdEvf þ
dBÞ,Evf:

For skin barrier integrity, we used the following:
Skin barrier
maintenance and
repair and damage by
microbial virulence
factors

dB

dt
¼ kB,ð1� BÞ� dBE,Evf,B�

dBA,Avf,B:
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Model structure and underlying assumptions that helped to
simplify the full model

In this section, we discuss the structure of the ordinary differ-
ential equations (ODEs) modeling the dynamics of SA and SE
growth, their population-dependent weaponization and battle,
and their damage to the skin barrier integrity (Supplementary
Figure S7), together with its underlying assumptions.
Growth of SA and SE populations. We model the growths of
SA (A) and SE (E) populations with the following logistic
growth equations:

dAðtÞ
dt

¼ kA
1þ gAB$BðtÞ

�
1� AðtÞ

Amax

�
AðtÞ; (S1)

dEðtÞ
dt

¼ kE
1þ gEB$BðtÞ

�
1� EðtÞ

Emax

�
EðtÞ; (S2)

Where parameters kA and kE represent the maximum growth
rates, Amax and Emax represent the carrying capacities of each
species, and gAB and gEB represent the degree to which the
growth rates of each species is impaired when the barrier
integrity is highest, that is, at B ¼ 1. The model stands on 3
key assumptions:
sumption 1: SA and SE grow on different carbon sources
d do not compete for the same nutrients on AD skin. This
umption is based on the report thatmanymicrobes of the
nmicrobiota can grow on different carbon sources, even
ferent strains of the same species (Timm et al, 2020).

sumption 2: There is a maximum population capacity
hievable for SA and SE on AD skin because it is un-
rstood that the skin flora is limited by competition for
he occupancy and limited nutrient availability on the
n (Elias, 2007).

sumption 3: Decreases in the skin barrier integrity will
ow faster growth of SA and SE populations. This is
erred from observations that on AD skin, SA and some
ains of SE penetrate to deeper layers of the epidermis,
ere because of the higher pH environment there
eoghegan et al, 2018), they are expected to grow faster
d to higher population densities (Hülpüsch et al, 2020;
r et al, 2021). SA and SE breach and penetrate to deeper
ers of the epidermis by traveling through the spaces
tween corneocytes and keratinocytes. Such space is
ated by the cleaving of corneodesmosomes and
mosomes by the virulence factors and proteases
reted by SA and SE (Cau et al, 2021; Nakamura et al,
13; Williams et al, 2017b).
Skin barrier recovery dynamics. We model the recovery of
the skin barrier integrity according to the following:

dB

dt
¼ kB$ð1� BÞ; (S3)

Where parameter kB represents the maximum recovery rate.

sumption 4: the skin has a natural capacity to achieve a
l recovery from damage, and the dynamics of the barrier
overy is faster after greater damage to the skin and
wer at lower damage. This is based on the observations
skin barrier recovery from exposures to damage by so-
m lauryl sulphate reported in the study by Hoffman
al (2014).
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SA and SE QSemediated genetic switch. SA and SE can
synthesize a multitude of peptides and protein-based arma-
ments to support their colonization of the skin. Their expres-
sion is under the control of the Staphylococcal accessory gene
regulator (agr) system (Jenul and Horswill, 2019), a 2-
component QS system (Supplementary Figure S8). In brief, a
signaling molecule called an AIP is synthesized and secreted
at low levels into the environment through agrDeagrB. Once
the bacteria population grows to a high density, the secreted
AIPs accumulate to high enough densities to bind and be
sensed by agrC. This then phosphorylates and activates cyto-
solic transcription factor agrA, which binds to 2 divergent
promoters P2 and P3 to activate higher expressions of the
products of the agrACDB and RNAIII regulons, namely, further
AIPs and other armaments, including AMPs and virulence
factors (Jenul and Horswill, 2019).

The AIPs are acting in a self-activating manner. A relatively
small increase in its accumulation will lead to a large burst of
AIPs, which in turn creates a strong activation of P2 and P3
expressions from its minimum to maximum rate. We model
this AIP-induced nonlinear genetic switch in SA and SE as
Heaviside functions of the AIPs:

swAðAIÞ ¼
�
0; 0 < AI < AI;th;
1; AI � AI;th;

(S4)

�

swEðEIÞ ¼ 0; 0 < EI < EI;th;

1; EI � EI;th;
(S5)

Where parameters AI,th and EI,th represent the threshold
concentrations of the AIPs of SA and SE at which their
respective switch is activated.
SA and SE AIP expression. We model the dynamics of the
expression of the AIPs of SA (AI) and SE (EI) as follows:

dAI

dt
¼ �

rAI;min þ rAI;max $ swAðAIÞ
�
$A� ðdAI þ dBÞ$AI ; (S6)

dE � �
I

dt
¼ rEI;min þ rEI;max $ swEðEIÞ $ E � ðdEI þ dBÞ$EI ; (S7)

Where parameters r*I,min and r*I,max represent the basal and
maximum expression rates, and d*I and dB represent the
degradation rates and rate of loss by skin shedding. The non-
zero low basal expressions of AIPs are required for the initial
accumulation of AIPs before switching on the agr switch.

Assumption 5: the dynamics of the AIPs of SA and SE are at
quasi-steady state. We have assumed that the relative time-
scales of the dynamics of AIPs is orders of magnitude lower (ie,
faster) than parameters representing the growth of each spe-
cies, their killing by AMPs from the other species, and species
loss by skin desquamation. This assumption is based on several
empirical studies (Junio et al, 2013; Mayville et al, 1999) that
suggest that AIPs are relatively unstable. It has been speculated
that AIPs should be rapidly inactivated in vivo because their
AIP thiol-ester linkage can be hydrolyzed at physiological pH
(Mayville et al, 1999). Furthermore, another study (Junio et al,
2013) suggested that AIPs may be lost rapidly because AIPs
were not detected at high-culture densities of around 1 optical
density (OD)600 in vitro, despite a known leaky expression of
AIPs prior to agr switch on (Le and Otto, 2015). We further
assumed that the timescales of the model variables are slower
than that ofAIPdynamics evenwhenweexploreda�1order of
magnitude in model parameter values (Supplementary
Table S1). We appreciate that this relative timescale is
context dependent (eg, the media used in in vitro studies and
skin conditions) and should be validated through laboratory
studies in the future.

Evaluating Equations S6 and S7 at quasi-steady states�
dAI=dt ¼ 0; dEI=dt ¼ 0

	
, we obtain the following:

AIðAÞ¼
�
rAI;minþrAI;max$swA

�
ðdAIþdBÞ $A¼�sA;minþsA;max$swAðAIÞ

�
$A;

(S8)

� �

EIðEÞ ¼

rEI;min þ rEI;max$swE

ðdEI þ dBÞ $ E ¼ �
sE ;min þ sE ;max $ swE ðEIÞ

�
$E ;

(S9)

Where parameters s�;min ¼ r�I;min

ðd�IþdBÞ; s�;max ¼ r�I;max

ðd�IþdBÞ represent
the ratio of the minimum and maximum synthesis rates and
total degradation rates of the AIPs.

The SA and SE QS-switches as functions of the population

densities and their crosstalk. Equations S8 and S9 describe
the AIP concentrations as a function of their respective spe-
cies’ population densities. Using these, we transform the AIP
thresholds AI,th ¼AI(Ath) and EI,th¼EI(Eth) of the AIP-induced
QS-switches (Equations 4 and 5) to population density
thresholds, denoted by Ath and Eth, as follows:

AI;th ¼ AIðAthÞ ¼

0BB@sA;min þ sA;max $ swA

�
AI ¼ AI;th

�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
¼ 1;from Eq:ð4Þ

1CCA
$Ath ¼ �

sA;min þ sA;max

�
$Ath ¼ bAth;

(S10)

0 1

EI;th ¼ EIðEthÞ ¼

BB@sE ;min þ sE;max $ swE

�
EI ¼ EI;th

�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
¼ 1;from Eq:ð5Þ

CCA
$ Eth ¼ �

sE;min þ sE;max

�
$ Eth ¼ bE th;

(S11)

Using Equations S10 and S11, we can define a model of the QS-
switches as a functionof bacterial populationdensities as follows:

swAðAÞ ¼
�
0; 0 < A < bAth;
1; A � bAth;

(S12)

�

swEðEÞ ¼ 0; 0 < E < bE th;

1; E � bE th:
(S13)

In admixtures of SA and SE in vitro, the AIPs of SE bind the AIP-
sensing module (agrC) of SA and block SA’s own AIPs (AI) from
activating its QS-switch, whereas the AIPs of SA do not strongly
www.jidinnovations.org 13
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inhibit SE from sensing its own AIPs (EI) (Otto et al, 2001). To
model the competitive inhibition of the SA agr switch activation
by the AIPs of SE (EI), we multiply the SA population
densityesensing threshold ( bAth) in Equation S12 by the term
(1þgAE$EI) because competitive inhibition is known in enzyme
kinetics to effectively increase the sensing threshold without
affecting the switch’s dynamic range. This gives the following:

swAðAÞ ¼
�
0; 0 < A < bAth$ð1þ gAE$EIÞ;
1; A � bAth$ð1þ gAE$EIÞ;

(S14)

Where the parameter gAE in Equation S14 represents the
strength at which the SE AIPs (EI) inhibit the activity of the SA
QS-switch. The term (1þgAE$EI) of Equation S14 can be
approximated as follows:

1þgAE $ EI ¼ 1þgAE $
�
sE;min þ sE;max $ swEðEÞ

�
$ E z1þgAE$sE;max|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

¼g

ˇ

AE

$ swEðEÞ$E

using Equation S9 and if the value of sE ;min ¼ rEI;min

dEIþdB
is much

smaller than that of sE ;max ¼ rEI;max

ðdEIþdBÞ. This condition holds if

rEI,min � rEI,max, that is, if we can assume that the basal leaky
expression rate of SE AIPs (rEI,min) is drastically smaller than
the maximum expression rate achieved after activating the
QS-switch (rEI,max). The SA QS-switch in Equation S14 can
then be simplified to the following:

swAðAÞ ¼
�
0; 0 < A < bAth$ð1þ bgAE$swEðEÞ$EÞ;
1; A � bAth$ð1þ bgAE$swEðEÞ$EÞ;

(S15)

Where the parameter bgAE represents the strength of the
inhibition of each SE cell on the activity of the SA QS-
switch.

SE and SA express AMPs and virulence factors through the QS-

switch. SE is typically considered a sentinel of the skin
(Fournière et al, 2020) because it can actively defend against
invading pathogens, such as SA, using several weapons it
synthesizes through its inducible QS-switch.

In this study, we consider the synthesis of 2 key SE
weapons—AMPs (denoted Ep) and virulence factors (denoted
Evf)—and model their density-dependent synthesis with
ODEs as follows:

dEp
dt

¼ �
rEp $ swEðEÞ

�
$ E � �dEp þ dB

�
$Ep ; (S16)
dEvf
dt

¼ ðrEvf $ swEðEÞÞ $ E � ðdEvf þ dBÞ$Evf; (S17)

Where rE* denotes the maximum synthesis rates from each
SE cell, and dE* and dB denote the total rate of loss by
degradation and skin shedding, respectively. The AMP (Ep)
modeled in this study represents the phenol soluble mod-
ulins (PSMs) secreted by SE, PSM g and PSM d, which
JID Innovations (2024), Volume 4
specifically kill SA (Cogen et al, 2010). The virulence
factor (Evf) in this study represents the skin-damaging pro-
tease EcpA, which has been recently discovered to be
synthesized through the agr system in a population-
dependent manner by some strains of SE isolated from
patients with AD (Cau et al, 2021). Many SE strains do not
damage the skin, but we model the synthesis of EcpA to
ensure that our model can also be used to model the
dynamic interplay of SA, the skin, and a skin-damaging SE.

SA is the main colonizing pathogen for patients with AD.
To facilitate successful colonization, SA expresses skin
barrieredamaging virulence factors such as PSM a and PSM
g through its agr switch (Jenul and Horswill, 2019) and lan-
tibiotics such as aureosins A53 and A70 (dos Santos
Nascimento et al, 2005) and Bsa (Daly et al, 2010), which
have been shown to kill strains of SE (Daly et al, 2010). We
model the syntheses of the SE-killing lantibiotic (denoted as
Ap) and skin barrieredamaging virulence factor (denoted as
Avf) from SA with ODEs as follows:

dAp

dt
¼ �rAp $ swAðAÞ

�
$A� �dAp þ dB

�
$Ap ; (S18)

dAvf

dt
¼ ðrAvf $ swAðAÞÞ $A� ðdAvf þ dBÞ$Avf; (S19)
Where rA* denote the maximum synthesis rates from each SA
cell, and dA* and dB denote the total rate of loss by degra-
dation and skin shedding, respectively.

Assumption 6: synthesis of a SE-killing lantibiotic by SA is
regulated in a population-dependent manner, which, for
simplicity, we assume is through its agr switch. Although it is
unclear how the synthesis of SA lantibiotics is regulated, from
an evolutionary standpoint, their synthesis is expected to be
tightly regulated (Granato et al, 2019) because the produc-
tion of lantibiotics can be burdensome and reduces cell
fitness (Ebner et al, 2018).

Assumption 7: all antimicrobials and virulence factors
secreted by SA and SE are unstable, that is, their rate of loss is
faster than their synthesis, and so their dynamics is at quasi-
steady state. The instability of antimicrobials has been re-
ported as a fundamental roadblock to the manufacture of
AMPs from bacteria to address the challenge of antibiotic and
multidrug resistance (Mathur et al, 2016; Zhang et al, 2021).
Instability (or rapid loss) of virulence factors, such as PSMs
secreted from SA, has been suggested because it can be
actively degraded by other proteases expressed through the
QS-switch system, such as aureolysin (Cheung et al, 2014).

Evaluating Equations S16e19 at steady state, we have the
following:

ApðAÞ ¼
rAp

dAp þ dB
$swAðAÞ$A ¼ sAp$swAðAÞ$A; (S20)

rAvf
AvfðAÞ ¼ dAvf þ dB
$swAðAÞ$A ¼ sAvf$swAðAÞ$A; (S21)

rEp

EpðEÞ ¼

dEp þ dB
$swEðEÞ$E ¼ sEp$swEðEÞ$E ; (S22)
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EvfðEÞ ¼ rEvf
dEvf þ dB

$swEðEÞ$E ¼ sEvf$swEðEÞ$E ; (S23)

Where s�p ¼ r�p
ðd�pþdBÞ and s�vf ¼ r�vf

ðd�vfþdBÞ denote the ratios of

synthesis (r*p,r*vf) and degradation (d*p,d*vf,dB) rates of the
AMPs and virulence factors, respectively. The function sw*(*)
represents the population densityedependent QS-switches
defined in Equations S15 and S13.

SA and SE loss through skin shedding and death by anti-

microbials. The cells of both bacterial populations can be
lost through skin shedding or killing by the action of the
antimicrobial synthesized from the other species. We model
these 2 losses in the dynamics of the bacterial populations as
follows:

dA

dt
¼ � dB$A� dAE$

EP
EP þ EP ;th

$A; (S24)

dE A
dt
¼ � dB$E � dEA$

P

AP þ AP ;th
$E ; (S25)

Where dB denotes the rate of skin shedding, dAE,dEA denotes
the maximum rate of SA-killing by the SE antimicrobial (Ep)
and the maximum rate of SE killing by the SA antimicrobial
(Ap), respectively, and EP,th, AP,th is the concentration of SE
and SA antimicrobial, respectively, required to kill one
another at half-strength. The second terms of Equations S24
and S25 represent the killing of the bacterial population as
a function of the antimicrobial concentration, an equation
that appears as follows:

dP

dt
¼ � d$

L

Lþ Lth
$P :

Where P denotes a bacterial population; L denotes the con-
centration of an antimicrobial, such as LL-37 (Wei et al,
2021); and Lth denotes the threshold concentration of anti-
microbial required to kill the bacterial population P at half
strength. The solution to this model is as follows:

P ðtÞ ¼ P0$e
�d$ L

LþLth
$t
;

If we assume that the bacterial population has reached
steady state at some fixed time t, the solution (Supplementary
Figure S9) depicts a sigmoidal doseeresponse for the steady
state population size of P (y-axis) achieved for (logarithmic)
titrations of a fixed concentration of antimicrobial L (x-axis).
A similar sigmoidal doseeresponse was reported in Figure 2
of the study by Wei et al (2021) for the action of AMP LL-37
against SA.

Given that Equations S20 and S22 model the steady state
antimicrobial concentrations in terms of the population den-
sities, substituting these into Equations S24 and S25 gives ex-
pressions of the death terms in terms of the population densities
rather than the antimicrobial concentrations (Ap or Ep):
dA

dt
¼ � dB$A� dAE$

swEðEÞ$E
swEðEÞ$E þ bEp;th

$A; (S26)
dE

dt
¼ � dB$E � dEA$

swAðAÞ$A
swAðAÞ$Aþ bAp;th

$E : (S27)

Where bEp;th denotes the SE population required to kill SA,
and bAp;th denotes the SA population required to kill SE, both
at half-strength.

Assumption 8: antimicrobials synthesized in the skin of
patients with AD play an insignificant role to the killing of SA
and SE populations.

This is based on the observation that the expression of skin
antimicrobials LL-37 and hBD-2 were shown to be deficient
at AD lesional sites (Ong et al, 2002), which could in part
explain the observed proficiency of SA colonization in pa-
tients with AD. Other antimicrobials of the skin are in higher
abundance in at least AD lesions than in the skin of healthy
controls (Clausen et al, 2018; Harder et al, 2010), but there is
little evidence that they reduce SA colonization (Harder et al,
2010).

Damaging of the skin barrier integrity by secreted virulence

factors. The virulence factors secreted by SA (Avf) and
protease EcpA synthesized by some strains of SE (Evf) damage
the skin barrier (Cau et al, 2021; Jenul and Horswill, 2019;
Williams et al, 2019). We model the decrease in skin barrier
integrity by these factors with the ODE as follows:

dB

dt
¼ � dBE$Evf$B � dBA$Avf$B; (S28)

Where dBE and dBA represent the intensity of the damage
caused by the respective virulence factors.

The damaging effect of the PSMs and EcpA secreted by SA
and SE, respectively, is caused by their action of cleaving and
breaking of the corneodesmosomes and desmosomes that
tightly bind corneocytes and keratinocytes to form a physical
barrier to bacteria infiltration. When they are broken, the
bacteria travel through the gaps created between the skin
cells and continue their damaging at increasing depths of the
epidermis (Cau et al, 2021; Williams et al, 2019).

From Equation S21 and S23, we have the steady state
concentrations of Avf and Evf in terms of the population
densities of the respective bacterial species. Substituting
these in Equation S28 gives the dynamics of skin barrier
integrity in terms of population densities and barrier integrity
state as follows:

dB

dt
¼ � dBE$sEvf|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}

¼ d

ˇ

BE

$ swE $ E $B � dBA$sAvf|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
¼ d

ˇ

BA

$ swA $A$B; (S29)

This substitution has allowed us to reduce the number of
parameters of the system by 2 because 4 parameters are
collapsed into 2, as shown in Equation S29.
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Determination of model parameters

Derivation of parameters from published data. For skin

barrier repair rate (kB), we determined kB ¼ 0:0711
�

1
day

	
by

least-squares fitting of the following model:

dBðtÞ
dt

¼ kBð1� BðtÞÞ: (S30)

Weused the time course data of transepidermalwater loss of
the skin of healthy individuals after exposure to skin-damaging
sodium lauryl sulphate (Supplementary Figure S10) extracted
from Figure 1a of the study by Hoffman et al (2014) to
perform the fitting. We assume that barrier integrity is the
inverse of transepidermal water loss and that the skin
barrier repair rate of the skin of patients with AD is like
that of healthy skin, that is, similar to that of the healthy
patients in the study by Hoffman et al (2014). We con-
verted transepidermal water loss measurements T(t) at each
x
�
CFU

�
cm2

 ¼ number of colonies ðCFUÞ � volume of homogenate ðmLÞ � dilution factor

volume of sample plated ðmlÞ � area sampled ðcm2Þ

¼ x½CFU =ml	$volume of homogenate ðmlÞ
area sampled ðcm2Þ ; (S32)
time t into a value of the barrier integrity B(t) by BðtÞ ¼
T ðt ¼0Þ
T ðtÞ .

For the rates of SA and SE loss by skin shedding (dB), we
determined dB¼(ln 2)/24 ¼ 0.0289 ([1/day]), because the
half-life of epidermis cells is about 24 days (Koster, 2009).

For population density thresholds at which the QS agr-
switches of SE and SA are activated (bE th and bAth), we
determined bE th ¼ 1:13� 108 ð½colony� forming unit =
cm2	Þ by converting the population density of SE at half-
activation of its QS agr switch (bE th ¼ 1:424 [OD600])
when the expression of the agr promoter reaches half its
maximum (black dashed lines in Supplementary
Figure S11) from in vitro data in Figure 2 of the study by
Olson et al (2014).

To obtain the value of the population density in units of
colony-forming unit (CFU)/cm2, we first convert the value in
units of OD to that in CFU/ml and then to CFU/cm2.

To convert OD to CFU/ml, we use the data of Hinds and
Peterson (1963) and conduct least-square fitting to an
assumed linear relationship between colony counts (CFU/ml)
and OD of Staphylococci suspension (Supplementary
Figure S12), similarly to that in Yap and Trau (2019), to
obtain the following formulae:

X½OD	 ¼ 0:0218$10�7½OD$mL=CFU	$C�107 CFU�mL


þ 0:0569½OD	; (S31)

Where X represents the measured OD of the culture popu-
lation in units of OD, and C represents the Staphylococci
JID Innovations (2024), Volume 4
population density in units of 107 CFU/ml. We assume that
the differences in wavelengths used to measure OD (OD650

in the study by Hinds and Peterson [1963] and OD600 in the
study by Olson et al [2014]) will not change the order of
magnitudes of our estimates in CFU/ml. From Equation S31,
we obtain the following:

1:424 ½OD	 ¼ 0:0218$10�7½OD$mL=CFU	$ðbE th½CFU=mL	Þ
þ 0:0569 ½OD	;0bE th ¼ 62:7� 107½CFU=mL	:

It is further converted to the following:

bE th

h
CFU=cm2

i
¼ �

62:7� 107½CFU=ml	�$0:9½ml	
5½cm2	

¼ 1:13� 108
h
CFU=cm2

i
;

using the following formula:
Where volume of homogenate ¼ 0.9 ml, and area
swabbed ¼5 cm2, is taken from the study by Cau et al
(2021) who quantified the density of SA and SE from
skin swabs of a 5 cm2 area and inoculated in a media of
volume 0.9 ml.

We assume that the threshold population density for acti-
vating the SA QS agr-switch ( bAth) is of a similar magnitude tobE th and define the nominal value of bAth ¼ bE th.

We obtained the nominal values of the SA and SE
growth rates (kA,kE) ¼ (17.9, 17.0)[1/day] and population
carrying capacities Amax ¼ Emax ¼ 1.11�109[CFU/cm2]
by least-squares fitting of the logistic growth equations as
follows:

dAðtÞ
dt

¼ kAAðtÞ
�
1� AðtÞ

Amax

�
; (S33)

dEðtÞ
dt

¼ kEEðtÞ
�
1� EðtÞ

Emax

�
: (S34)

We used in vitro time-course growth data of monocultures
of SA and SE from 4 sources (James et al, 2013; Miajlovic
et al, 2010; Olson et al, 2014; Toribio et al, 2018)
(Supplementary Figure S13) to perform the fitting. Equations
S33 and S34 were obtained from our model equations
(Equations 1 and 2) by setting B(t)¼0 (no skin barrier
involved) and dA ¼ dE ¼ 0 (no skin turnover) and ignoring any
effect either species has on the other because data are of
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monocultures in the absence of skin. The fitting of the model
to the data from each source is shown in Supplementary
Figure S13, and the optimal parameter values estimated are
summarized in Supplementary Table S2.

We take an average of the 4 estimated kA values (26.2,
23.3, 12.4, and 9.75 [1/day]) to obtain a nominal value of
kA¼17.9 [1/day] and the average of the 3 estimated kE
values (16.2, 21.4 and 13.5 [1/day]) to obtain a nominal
value of kE¼17.0 [1/day]. However, given the variation in
the growth rates (from different nutrient conditions and
strains), we explore the values of kA and kE in the range of
[9, 27] [1/day], defined by rounding down the minimum
and rounding up the maximum of all the growth rate es-
timates from all fits of both species, as reported in
Supplementary Table S2.

We assume that SA and SE have the same carrying capacity
(Amax¼Emax) when grown in in vitro monocultures owing to
the abundance of nutrients for growth and that the maximum
of the estimated carrying capacity (13.5 [OD] from
Supplementary Table S2) is the absolute maximum carrying
capacity on the skin because these monocultures are grown
in much richer nutrient conditions in vitro than would be
found on skin.

Using Equations S31 and S32, we convert the carrying
capacity of SA (Amax) from units of OD to units of CFU/cm2

and obtain the following:

Amax ½CFU=ml	 ¼ ð13:5 � 0:0569Þ ½OD	
0:0218$10�7ðOD$ml=CFUÞ

¼ 617� 107½CFU=ml	;

and

Amax

h
CFU=cm2

i
¼ �

617
�
107CFU

�
ml
�
$
0:9 ml

5 cm2

¼ 1:11� 109
�
CFU

�
cm2


:

We define the nominal value of Emax¼Amax.

For the strength at which SE inhibits the activation of

the SA QS agr switch (bgAE), we obtainedbgAE ¼ 1:06� 10�8 ½cm2=CFU	 by deriving the ratio of SA
agr expression levels when SA is grown in a media containing
accumulations of SE AIP (Aagr epi) (ie, the supernatant of the

media in which SE was grown to high enough densities to
have expressed its agr and synthesized AIPs) versus grown in
media without SE AIP (Aagr no epi) using the data from

Figure 2c of the study by Williams et al (2019)
(Supplementary Table S3). Figure 2c of the study by
Williams et al (2019) describes the agr (I) expression of SA
USA300 grown with 25% supernatant from overnight cul-
tures (10 [OD600nm]) of SE agr types I (RP62A) wild-type
strain and an AIP-knockout (D AIP) strain, relative to a con-
trol of SA grown in fresh media.

From the definition of the SA QS-agr switch in Equation
S15, namely,
swAðAÞ ¼
�
0; 0 < A < bAth$ð1þ bgAE$swEðEÞ$EÞ;
1; A � bAth$ð1þ bgAE$swEðEÞ$EÞ;

When the SA QS agr-switch is on (swA(A)¼1), the SA agr
expression level (Aagr) satisfies the following:

A

1þ bgAE$swEðEÞ$E
¼ Aagr � bAth:

Therefore, the ratio of the SA agr expression grown in the
supernatant of a SE that expressed AIPs (*epi) versus that
grown in the supernatant of a mutant SE that cannot express
AIPs (�no epi) is given by the following:

Aagr epiðtÞ
Aagr no epiðtÞ ¼ AepiðtÞ

1þ bgAE$swE

�
Eepi
�
$EepiðtÞ

$
1þ bgAE$swE

�
Eno epi

	
$Eno epiðtÞ

Ano epiðtÞ : (S35)

We can simplify Equation S35 as follows:

Aagr epiðtÞ
Aagr no epiðtÞ ¼ AepiðtÞ

1þ bgAE$swE

�
Eepi
�
$EepiðtÞ

$
1þ bgAE$swE

�
Eno epi

	
$Eno epiðtÞ

Ano epiðtÞ

¼ AepiðtÞ
1þ bgAE$swE

�
Eepi
�
$EepiðtÞ

$
1

Ano epiðtÞ

¼ AepiðtÞ
1þ bgAE$bE $ 1

Ano epiðtÞ ¼ 1

1þ bgAE$bE
through 3 assumptions:


 swEðEno epiÞ ¼ 0 because the SE agr switch cannot be
activated without SE AIPs.


 swE(Eepi)¼1 when EepiðtÞ ¼ bE , that is, that the agr
switch is activated when the SE population reaches a
maximum (bE Þ.


 AepiðtÞ ¼ Ano epiðtÞ because SE AIPs do not affect the
growth of SA (Williams et al, 2019).

Williams et al (2019) reported an overnight bacterial
density of approximately 10 [OD600nm] for all Staphylococci
(SA and coagulase negative staphylococci). Using Equations
S31 and S32, we convert the maximum population size of SE
in this study (bE ) from units of OD to units of CFU/cm2, and
obtain the following:

bE ½CFU=ml	 ¼ ð10 � 0:0569Þ ½OD	
0:0218$10�7ðOD$mL=CFUÞ

¼ 456� 107½CFU=ml	;
www.jidinnovations.org 17
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and

bE hCFU=cm2
i
¼ �

456
�
107CFU

�
ml
�
$
0:9 ml

5 cm2

¼ 8:21� 108
�
CFU

�
cm2


:

We obtain the following:

bgAE ¼ 1bE $
�
Aagr_no_epiðtÞ
Aagr_epiðtÞ � 1

�

¼ 1

8:21� 108
�
CFU
cm2

�$�128 ½% RFU to control	
11:0 ½% RFU to control	 � 1

�

¼ 1:30� 10�8

�
cm2

CFU

�
;

using Aagr no epiðtÞ ¼ 128 ½% RFU to control	,
Aagr epiðtÞ ¼ 11:0 ½% RFU to control	 from SA agr (I) activity

(Supplementary Table S3), and bE ¼ 8:21� 108
�
CFU
cm2


.

Motivation for how the remaining parameter values were

chosen. For the rate of barrier damage by SA and SE
virulence factors (bdBA and bdBE), some strains of SA and SE
damage the skin barrier integrity by secreting the virulence
factors and proteases that cleave corneodesmosomes and
demosomes (Cau et al, 2021; Williams et al, 2019). As far as
we are aware, there are no time-course data from which to
estimate the specific rate of barrier damage by SA (bdBA). We
therefore set an arbitrary value of bdBA ¼ 1� 10�9 [cm2/
(CFU � day)] to reflect the magnitudes of the other estimated
parameter value in [cm2/CFU] and vary the value of bdBA by 2
orders of magnitude to investigate how the system is affected.
We assume that SE can be both skin damaging and
non-damaging. Studies have found no significant correlation
between SE populations and AD severity scores (Byrd et al,
2017); however, certain SE strains isolated from patients
with AD have been found to be as damaging as SA (Cau et al,
2021). In accordance with literature, we sample the rate of
skin barrier damage by SE (bdBE) over 4 orders of magnitude
(1�10-12, 1�10-8 [cm2/[CFU � day]) and set bdBE ¼ 0 whenbdBE < 1� 10�10 (cm2/[CFU � day]) (ie, the minimum rate of
damage by SA).

For population size of SA and SE required to kill the
opposite microbe at half-strength (bAp;th and bE p;th), we assume
that their parameter values bAp;th; bEp;th are the same as the
parameters representing the threshold population sizes that
activate the QS agr switch ( bAth; bE th) because the agr of SA
must switch on to produce the antimicrobials that enact the
killing of SE and vice versa. Because the values of ( bAp;th; bEp;th)
JID Innovations (2024), Volume 4
are unknown, we vary their values by 2 orders of magnitude
from their nominal values to investigate the effect on the
system behavior.

For the rate of SE killing by SA (dEA) and vice versa
(dAE), we estimate the rate of SA-killing by SE (dAE) using
in vitro data of the relative drop in SA population after its
culture in spent supernatants in which SE was grown to
high densities overnight (Nakatsuji et al, 2017) extracted
from Supplementary Figure S8a of the study by Nakatsuji
et al (2017) (Supplementary Figure S14). Because the data
are of in vitro measurements in the absence of skin
barrier (B(t) ¼ 0) and loss by skin shedding (dB ¼ 0), we
fit the data to a modified version of Equation S26 as
follows:

dA

dt
¼ kAAðtÞ

�
1� AðtÞ

Amax

�
� dAE$

swEðEÞ$E
swEðEÞ$E þ bEp;th

$A

¼ kAAðtÞ
�
1� AðtÞ

Amax

�
� dAE$

Emax

Emax þ bEp;th

$A;

(S36)

where we assume that SE population is at its maximum E ¼
Emax as shown by the open squares in Supplementary
Figure S11 at 11 hours onward, and thus its QS-switch is
on (swE(Emax) ¼ 1). This is because SA is cultured in the spent
supernatant of a SE population that has been grown over-
night. Fitting of the data (Supplementary Figure S14) to the
model with the nominal values of kA¼17.9 [1/day], Amax ¼
1.11�109[CFU/cm2], Emax ¼ 1.11�109[CFU/cm2] andbEp;th ¼ 1:13� 108½CFU=cm2	 bAp;th

bE p;th, we estimated
dAE¼478 [1/day].

To the best of our knowledge, we cannot estimate the
death rate of SE from killing by SA (dEA from Equation
29) owing to the lack of data. For simplicity, we assume
that dEA ¼ dAE ¼ 478 [1/day]. We set the nominal values
of dAE and dEA as the upper bound of the range because
the killing capacity of SE on skin is unlikely to be as large
compared with an in vitro setting where SE is grown to a
maximum population size overnight. The population sizes
of SA and SE on the skin should be smaller than that in
in vitro cultures because the human skin is less nutrient
rich than in vitro cultures. Owing to the uncertainties in
these parameters, we vary dEA and dAE by 2 orders of
magnitude to investigate how it impacts the system
behavior.

For barrier-mediated inhibition of SA and SE growth (gAB
and gEB), we took an analytical approach to choose a bio-
logically relevant parameter range.

Let (A*, E*, B*) denote the steady state. Evaluating dB
dt

(Equation 3 þ Equation S29) at the steady state gives the
following:
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0 ¼ kB$ð1�B�Þ�bdBE$swEðE�Þ$E�$B� �bdBA$swAðA�Þ$A�$B�

0B� ¼ kB

kB þ bdBE$swEðE�Þ$E� þ bdBA$swAðA�Þ$A�

If bdBE ;bdBAs0, SA and SE QS-switches must be off (swA(A*)¼
0 and swE(E*)¼0) to achieve B*¼1 with non-zero steady state
population densities (A*,E*s0). The corresponding steady
states (A*, E*) are obtained by evaluating dA

dt (Equation 1 þ
Equation S24) and dE

dt (Equation 2 þ Equation S25) at B*¼1,
swA(A*)¼0, and swE(E*)¼0, as follows:

0 ¼ kA
1þ gAB

�
1� A�

Amax

�
A� � dB$A

� 0A�

¼ Amax

�
1� dB$ð1þ gABÞ

kA

�
and

0 ¼ kE
1þ gEB

�
1� E�

Emax

�
E� � dB$E

� 0E�

¼ Emax

�
1� dB$ð1þ gEBÞ

kE

�
:

Therefore,

gAB ¼ kA
dB

�
1� A�

Amax

�
� 1 (S37)

gEB ¼ kE
dB

�
1� E�

Emax

�
� 1 (S38)

As stated earlier, because the QS-switches are off, the
populations of SA and SE are less than their respective switch
thresholds bAth and bE th, by the definition of the switch models
in Equations S12 and S13. Therefore, the steady state popu-
lation densities must also be less than the switch thresholds,
namely,

0 � A� < bAth; (S39)

0 � E� < bE th: (S40)

Where bAth ¼ 1:13� 108; and bE th ¼ 1:13� 108 ½CFU=cm2	
(section on population density thresholds at which the QS

agr-switches of SE and SA are activated [bE th and bAth]).
Using Equation S39 and S40, we can determine the ranges

of gAB and gEB (no units) for the existence of B*¼1 by
substituting A* and E* at their boundaries with our nominal
values of kA¼17.9 [1/day], kE¼17.0 [1/day],-
Amax¼1.11�109[CFU/cm2], Emax¼1.11�109[CFU/cm2], and
dB¼0.0289 [1/day], into Equations S37 and S38 to obtain the
following:

555 < gAB < 618;

528 < gEB < 587:

We chose nominal values of gAB ¼ 587 and gEB ¼ 558 in our
simulations and vary the parameter values by 2 orders
of magnitude to investigate how this affects the system
behaviours.

Mathematical analysis of steady states

Method overview. We generated 106 virtual skin sites by
randomly sampling values of 15 of 17 model parameters from
a log-uniform distribution with ranges defined in
Supplementary Table S1. We kept 2 parameter values fixed,
the maximum capacities of SA (Amax) and SE (Emax), because
these parameters should not influence the types of virtual
skin sites observed. We then analyzed their steady states to
evaluate the variety of virtual skin types we could observe
from our model. Our model equations suggest 9 possible
regions for steady states to be found in, depending on
whether the QS-switches are active or inactive
(Supplementary Figure S15).

Steady state analysis when SA and SE QS-switches are inacti-

ve. When both SA and SE QS are inactive (swE(E) ¼ swA(A)
¼ 0), steady states for SA, SE, and barrier integrity (A*,E*,B*)
are computed as follows:

dA

dt
¼ kA$A

1þ gAB$B

�
1� A

Amax

�
� dB$A ¼ 0;

0A� ¼ Amax

�
1� dB$ð1þ gABÞ

kA

� (S41)

dE

dt
¼ kE$E

1þ gEB$B

�
1� E

Emax

�
� dB$E ¼ 0

0E� ¼ Emax

�
1� dB$ð1þ gEBÞ

kE

� (S42)

dB

dt
¼ kB$ð1� BÞ ¼ 0;

0B� ¼ 1

(S43)
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Because the QS-switches are inactive, the populations of SA
and SE must be less than their respective switch thresholdsbAth and bE th, that is, 0 � A� < bAth and 0 � E� < bE th.

When both QS-switches are inactive, there are 4 possible
steady states on the basis of Equations S41e43, depending on
whether SA or SE populations densities are zero or non-zero:

ðA�
1; E

�
1 ;B

�
1Þ ¼ ð0; 0;1Þ,

corresponding to region 1 in Supplementary Figure S15
ðA�

2; E
�
2 ;B

�
2Þ ¼ ðA�

2 > 0; 0;1Þ,
corresponding to region 2 in Supplementary Figure S15
ðA�

3; E
�
3 ;B

�
3Þ ¼ ð0; E�

3 > 0;1Þ,
corresponding to region 3 in Supplementary Figure S15
ðA�

4; E
�
4 ;B

�
4Þ ¼ ðA�

4 > 0; E�
4 > 0; 1Þ,

corresponding to region 4 in Supplementary Figure S15
We substitute each steady state into the following Jacobian

matrix to check its stability. If the real part of all eigenvalues is
negative, the steady state is stable, as follows:
J1 ¼

266666664
�dB �

�
kA

1þ gAB$B
�$
�

A�

Amax
� 1

�
�
�

A�kA
Amaxð1þ gAB$B

�Þ
��

0
A�$gAB$kA

ð1þ gAB$B
� þ 1Þ2$

��
A�

Amax
� 1

��

0 �dB �
�

kE
1þ gEB$B

�$
�

E�

Emax
� 1

�
�
�

E�kE
Emaxð1þ gAB$B

�Þ
��

E�$gEB$kE
ð1þ gEB$B

� þ 1Þ2$
��

E�

Emax
� 1

��
0 0 �kB

377777775
Steady states when only SE QS-switch is active. When SE
QS is active (swE(E) ¼ 1) and SA QS is inactive (swA(A) ¼ 0),
the steady states for SA, SE, and barrier integrity (A*,E*,B*) are
computed as follows:

dA

dt
¼ kA$A
1þgAB$B

�
1� A

Amax

�
�dAE$

swEðEÞ$E
swAðEÞ$Eþ bE p;th

�dB$A¼0

0A�¼Amax$

 
1�
�
1þgAB$B

�

kA

�
$

 
dBþdAE$

swEðEÞ$E�

swAðEÞ$E�þ bEp;th

!!
(S44)

dE

dt
¼ kE$E

1þ gEB$B

�
1� E

Emax

�
� dB$E ¼ 0

0E� ¼ Emax

�
1� dB$ð1þ gEB$B

�Þ
kE

�
(S45)

dB

dt
¼ kB$ð1� BÞ � bdBE$swEðEÞ$E$B ¼ 0

0B� ¼ kB

kB þ bdBE$swEðE�Þ$E�

(S46)

If bdBE ¼ 0, steady state barrier integrity B* ¼ 1.
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Substituting Equation S46 into Equation S45 results in the
following quadratic:

kE$dEA$E�2 þ ðkE$kB þ Emax$dB$bdBE � Emax$kE$bdBEÞ$E�

þ EmaxðdB$kB þ dB$gEB$kB�kE$kBÞ ¼ 0

On the basis of Descartes’ rule of signs, we know
that there can be between zero to 2 positive real roots
of E* depending on the parameter values in the system.
We computed the 2 solutions for E* using the
symbolic toolbox in MATLAB and then calculated the
corresponding values for A* and B*, for each value of E*,
by respectively substituting into Equation S44 and Equation
S46.

Because only the SE QS-switch is on, the
population of SE must be greater than its QS-switch
threshold bE th, whereas SA must be smaller than its QS-
switch threshold bAth:

bE th � E� � Emax;

0 � A� < bAth:

There are 4 possible solutions for when only SE QS-switch is
active, where SA population density may be zero or non-zero:

ðA�
5m; E

�
5m;B

�
5mÞ ¼ ð0; bE th � E

�
5m � Emax;B

�
5mÞ,

corresponding to region 5 in Supplementary Figure S15
ðA�

5n; E
�
5n;B

�
5nÞ ¼ ð0; bE th � E

�
5n � Emax;B

�
5nÞ,

corresponding to region 5 in Supplementary Figure S15
ðA�

6m; E�
6m; B�

6mÞ ¼ ð0 < A�
6m < bAth; bE th � E

�
6m � Emax;

B�
6mÞ,
corresponding to region 6 in Supplementary Figure S15
ðA�

6n; E
�
6n;B

�
6nÞ ¼ ð0 < A�

6n < bAth; bE th � E
�
6n � Emax;B

�
6nÞ,

corresponding to region 6 in Supplementary Figure S15
Where E�

5m ¼ E�
6m, E

�
5n ¼ E�

6n, B
�
5m ¼ B�

6m, and B�
5n ¼

B�
6n.
We analyze the stability of these steady states using the

following Jacobian matrix:

Steady states when only SA QS-switch is active. When SA
QS is active (swA(A)¼1) and SE QS is inactive (swE(E)¼0), the
steady states SA, SE, and barrier integrity (A*,E*,B*) are
computed as follows:



J2 ¼

266666664
�dB �

 
kA

1þ gAB$B
�$
�

A�

Amax
� 1

�
�� E�$dAE

E� þ bE p;th

�
�

A�kA
Amaxð1þ gAB$B

�Þ
�!

�A�$

 
dAE�

E� þ bE p;th

�� E�$dAE�
E� þ bE p;th

�2
!

A�$gAB$kA
ð1þ gAB$B

� þ 1Þ2$
��

A�

Amax
� 1

��

0 �dB �
�

kE
1þ gEB$B

�$
�

E�

Emax
� 1

�
�
�

E�kE
Emaxð1þ gAB$B

�Þ
��

E�$gEB$kA
ð1þ gEB$B

� þ 1Þ2$
��

E�

Emax
� 1

��
0 �B�$bdBE �kB � E�$bdBE
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dA

dt
¼ kA$A

1þ gAB$B

�
1� A

Amax

�
� dB$A ¼ 0

0A� ¼ Amax

�
1� dB$ð1þ gAB$B

�Þ
kA

� (S47)

dE

dt
¼ kE$E
1þgEB$B

�
1� E

Emax

�
�dEA$

swAðAÞ$A
swAðAÞ$Aþ bAp;th

$E�dB$E¼0

0E�¼Emax$

 
1�
�
1þgEB$B

�

kE

�
$

 
dBþdEA$

swAðAÞ$A�

swAðAÞ$A�þ bAp;th

!!
(S48)

dB

dt
¼ kB$ð1� BÞ � bdBA$swAðAÞ$A$B ¼ 0

0B� ¼ kB

kB þ bdBA$swAðA�Þ$A�
:

(S49)

Substituting Equation S49 into Equation S47 results in a
quadratic equation for A*:

kA$bdBA$A�2 þ ðkA$kB þAmax$dB$bdBA �Amax$kA$bdBAÞ$A�

þAmaxðdB$kB þ dB$gAB$kB�kA$kBÞ ¼ 0
On the basis of Descartes’ rule of signs, we know that there
can be between zero to 2 positive real roots ofA* depending on
the parameter values in the system. We compute the 2 solu-
tions for A* using the symbolic toolbox in MATLAB and then
calculate the respective values of E* and B* by substituting
each value of A* into Equation S48 and Equation S49.

Because only the SA QS-switch is active, the population of
SA must be greater than its QS-switch threshold bAth, whereas
SE must be smaller than its a QS-switch threshold bE th:

bAth � A� � Amax;

0 � E� < bE th:

Again, there are 4 possible solutions for when only SA QS-
switch is active depending on whether SE population sizes
are zero or non-zero:

ðA�
7m; E

�
7m;B

�
7mÞ ¼ ð bAth � A

�
7m � Amax;0;B

�
7mÞ,

corresponding to region 7 in Supplementary Figure S15
ðA�

7n; E
�
7n;B

�
7nÞ ¼ ð bAth � A

�
7n � Amax;0;B

�
7nÞ,

corresponding to region 7 in Supplementary Figure S15
ðA�

8m; E
�
8m; B

�
8mÞ ¼ ð bAth � A

�
8m � Amax; 0 < E�

8m < bE th;
B�
8mÞ,
corresponding to region 8 in Supplementary Figure S15
ðA�

8n; E
�
8n;B

�
8nÞ ¼ ð bAth � A

�
8n � Amax;0 < E�

8n < bE th;B
�
8nÞ,

corresponding to region 8 in Supplementary Figure S15
where A�

7m ¼ A�
8m, A

�
7n ¼ A�

8n, B
�
7m ¼ B�

8m, and B�
7n ¼

B�
8n.
Similarly, we substitute steady states into its corresponding

Jacobian matrix to evaluate its stability:
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�dB �
�

kA
1þ gAB$B

�$
�

A�

Amax
� 1

�
�
�

A�kA
Amaxð1þ gAB$B

�Þ
��

0
A�$gAB$kA

ð1þ gAB$B
� þ 1Þ2$

��
A�

Amax
� 1

��

�E�$

 
dEA�

A� þ bAp;th

�� A�$dEA�
A� þ bAp;th

�2
!

�dB �
 

kE
1þ gEB$B

�$
�

E�

Emax
� 1

�
� A�$dEA
A� þ bAp;th

�
�

E�kE
Emaxð1þ gAB$B

�Þ
�!

E�$gEB$kE
ð1þ gEB$B

� þ 1Þ2$
��

E�

Emax
� 1

��
�B�$bdBA 0 �kB � A�$bdBA
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Steady states when both SA and SE QS-switches are

active. When both QS-switches are active, the ODEs
cannot be uncoupled to analytically compute the steady
states. Therefore, we solve for these steady states numeri-
cally by simulating the ODE dynamics starting from an
J4 ¼

266666664

�dB �
 

kA
1þ gAB$B

�$
�

A�

Amax
� 1

�
�� E�$dAE

E� þ bE p;th

�
�

A�kA
Amaxð1þ gAB$B

�Þ
�!

�E�$

 
dEA�

A� þ bAp;th

�� A�$dEA�
A� þ bAp;th

�2
!

�dB �
 

kE
1þ gEB

�B�$bdBA
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initial condition where A(t¼0)¼Amax and E(t¼0)¼Emax for
106 days. If the system converges to a stable state
(A*,E*,B*) where both agr switches are active, we
double check their stability using the following Jacobian
matrix:
�A�$

 
dAE�

E� þ bE p;th

�� E�$dAE�
E� þ bEp;th

�2
!

A�$gAB$kA
ð1þ gAB$B

� þ 1Þ2$
��

A�

Amax
� 1

��

$B�$
�

E�

Emax
� 1

�
� A�$dEA
A� þ bAp;th

�
�

E�kE
Emaxð1þ gAB$B

�Þ
�!

E�$gEB$kA
ð1þ gEB$B

� þ 1Þ2$
��

E�

Emax
� 1

��
�B�$bdBE �kB � A�$bdBA � E�$bdBE

377777775
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Supplementary Figure S1. Subtypes of virtual AD lesions with SAeSE colonization. All virtual skin sites (106 sampled parameter sets) were grouped into

subtypes within each of the 3 types on the basis of the number of stable states and composition of SAeSE. The number of virtual skin sites within each subtype is

represented by n. Damaged and non-damaged skin states are represented by red and yellow, respectively. AD, atopic dermatitis; SA, Staphylococcus aureus; SE,

Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Supplementary Figure S2. Success

rate of SA-killing for longer and

stronger treatments. (aec) The

percentage of damaged skin sites that

recovered to a non-damaged skin state

for (a) different treatment strengths and

durations and its breakdown for (b)

irreversible and (c) reversible skin

sites. SA, Staphylococcus aureus.
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Supplementary Figure S3. SA-killing applied to reversible skin sites can succeed but requires a specific treatment dose and duration. (a) SA-killing treatment is

applied to damaged skin states with high SA populations. (b) Response to SA-killing treatment of varying strengths and durations for an example reversible site,

where red represents convergence to a damaged skin state, and yellow represents convergence to a non-damaged skin state. Insets illustrate how treatment

strength influences whether convergence to a non-damaged skin state (strength of 4 days�1 and duration of 4 days) or damaged skin state (strength of 5 days�1

and duration of 4 days) is observed in the model. SA, Staphylococcus aureus.
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Supplementary Figure S4. Identifying the parameters driving asymptomatic, reversible, and irreversible skin sites. Violin plots of the parameter values

making up asymptomatic, reversible, and irreversible sites. Medians are represented by the black dot. Two parameters, the maximum capacities of SA (Amax) and

SE (Emax), were fixed in this study. The skin damage by SE plot (bottom right) does not contain the virtual skin sites (69% of asymptomatic, 67% of reversible, and

22% of irreversible) without skin damage by SE (bdBE ¼ 0). SA, Staphylococcus aureus; SE, Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Supplementary Figure S5. Identifying the parameters driving asymptomatic, reversible, and irreversible skin sites for non-damaging and damaging SE strains.

(a) Non-damaging and (b) damaging. Violin plots of the parameter values making up asymptomatic (n ¼ 143,867 for non-damaging SE strains and n ¼ 64,767

for damaging SE strains), reversible (n ¼ 274,263 for non-damaging and n ¼ 137,211 for damaging), and irreversible (n ¼ 82,543 for non-damaging and n ¼
297,151 for damaging) skin sites. Medians are represented by the black dot. Two parameters, the maximum capacities of SA (Amax) and SE (Emax), were fixed in

this study. SA, Staphylococcus aureus; SE, Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Supplementary Figure S6. Effects of varying levels of SA and SE growth attenuation on dual-action treatment success. (a) Percentage recovery of damaged skin

sites when a fixed duration (2 days) and strength (3 days�1) of SA-killing is applied, and SA and SE growth attenuations are varied. The respective attenuation of

SA and SE growths by treatment, gAS and gES, were fixed at a gAS: gES ratio of 2:1 on the basis of data from Iyer et al (2021), which indicated that SA growth is

attenuated approximately twice as much as SE growth for decreasing levels of pH from pH 7 to pH 5, a range we would expect if applying a hydrochloric acid

cream of pH 3.5 to attenuate SA and SE growths (Lee et al, 2016). (bed) Percentage of (b) damaged, (c) irreversible, and (d) reversible skin sites that gain a

non-damaged skin state when SA and SE growth attenuation is enhanced by different strengths. SA, Staphylococcus aureus; Staphylococcus epidermidis.

Supplementary Figure S7.

Mathematical model schematic of AD

lesional skin with SAeSE

colonization. Each interaction is

labeled with the corresponding

parameter in the model equations.

AD, atopic dermatitis; SA,

Staphylococcus aureus; SE,

Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Supplementary Figure S8. Illustration of the agr system in Staphylococci.

This was adapted from the studies by Le and Otto (2015) and Jabbari et al

(2010). RNAII encodes 4 genes: agrB, agrD, agrC, and agrA, each with a

different function: agrB and agrD synthesize and control the secretion of

signaling molecule AIP, and agrC and agrA make up a 2-component signal

receptor that increases the expression of RNAII and RNAIII. RNAIII controls

the expression of Staphylococci virulence factors, where those of SA can

activate damaging of the skin barrier integrity (Williams et al, 2017a). agr,

accessory gene regulator; AIP, autoinducing peptide; SA, Staphylococcus

aureus.

Supplementary Figure S9. Plot of the function PðtÞ ¼ P0$e
�d$ L

LþLth
$t
, which

models the killing of a bacterial population for (logarithmic) titrations of an

antimicrobial agent. The function displays the typical sigmoidal shaped

doseeresponse as observed in experimental data in the literature.
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Supplementary Figure S10. Fitting the model to data from Hoffman et al

(2014) to estimate skin barrier repair rate. Data describes the TEWL

measured from healthy individuals (n ¼ 20) after they wore a patch of sodium

lauryl sulphate for 24 hours in the forearm. Data points were converted into 1/

TEWL (open circles). Fitted model of the skin barrier recovery in Equation S30

is shown by the solid line. TEWL, transepidermal water loss.
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Supplementary Figure S11. Data extracted from Olson et al (2014) were

used to estimate the population density threshold activating SE agr switch

(bE th). We identified the time at which half of the maximum agr expression is

achieved (black dashed lines), as measured by the expression of fluorophores

encoded downstream of the agr promoter (orange filled circles, left y-axis),

and extracted the population density of SE WT 1457 grown in TSB (measured

by optical density, blue open circles, right y-axis) at that time (bE th). agr,

accessory gene regulator; SE, Staphylococcus epidermidis; TSB, tryptic soy

broth.
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Supplementary Figure S12. Linear fit to data from Hinds and Peterson (1963)

relating staphylococcal density [OD650] and staphylococcal colony counts

[CFU/ml3107]. Circles show the data points taken from Hinds and Peterson

(1963), and red line shows the fitting. CFU, colony-forming unit; OD, optical

density.

Supplementary Figure S13. Fits of model to experimental data to estimate growth rates and carrying capacities. Least-square fits of the model of logistic growth

of SA and SE from Equations S33 and S34 (red curves) to numerous time-course growth data from the literature (black crosses). The strain of (aed) SA and (eeg)

SE, the media in which they were grown, and the published paper from which the data were extracted are detailed above the respective plot. SA,

Staphylococcus aureus; SE, Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Supplementary Figure S14. Simulated curve of SA death (solid curve) by

fitting to Equation S36 to the extracted data from Nakatsuji et al (2017)

(crosses). Extracted data measured the relative growth of SA in spent

supernatant of SE AMT1-A9 grown to a maximum density in overnight

cultures at 37 �C (crosses). The impact on SA growth by supernatant media of

100 ml of SE AMT1-A9 was evaluated by adding 1 � 104 CFU of SA and

aerobically culturing at 37 �C for 22 hours. CFU, colony-forming unit; SA,

Staphylococcus aureus; SE, Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Supplementary Figure S15. Schematic of the 9 possible characteristic

population densities of SA and SE leading to a non-damaged or damaged skin

state in the model. SAth and SEth represent the respective SA and SE

population thresholds for QS-switches to activate. Regions lying on the axes

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7) have 1 collapsed population (ie, SA or SE are at zero

populations). Regions 1e4 converge to a non-damaged skin state (colored

beige). Regions 7e9 converge to a damaged skin state (colored red). *For

regions where only SE QS-switch is active (5 and 6), the skin state may be

non-damaged or damaged depending on whether the SE strain for a particular

virtual skin site is skin damaging (bdBE > 0) or not (bdBE ¼ 0). QS, quorum

sensing; SA, Staphylococcus aureus; SE, Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Supplementary Table S1. Table of all Model Parameters

Parameters Description Nominal Values Range Explored Units Source

Parameters of the dynamics associated with SA

kA Maximum growth rate of SA 17.9 [9, 27] 1/day James et al, 2013; Miajlovic
et al, 2010; Olson et al, 2014;

Toribio et al, 2018

Amax Carrying capacity of SA
population

11.1 — 108 CFU/cm2 James et al, 2013; Miajlovic
et al, 2010; Olson et al, 2014;

Toribio et al, 2018

gAB Effective strength of inhibition
on SA growth by a high skin

barrier integrity

587 587� [10-1, 10] n/a —

dAE Death rate of SA from killing
by SE AMP

478 478�[10-2,1] 1/day Nakatsuji et al, 2017

bAth Threshold population of SA
that activates the QS-switch

1.13 [1.13�10-1, Amax] 108 CFU/cm2 Olson et al, 2014

bE p;th Population of SE required to
kill SA at half-strength

1.13 [1.13�10-1, Amax] 108 CFU/cm2 —

bgAE Strength at which SE inhibits
SA QS-switch on

1.30 1.30 � [10-1, 10] 1/(108 CFU/cm2) Williams et al, 2019

Parameters of the dynamics associated with SE

kE Maximum growth rate of SE 17.0 [9, 27] 1/day Olson et al, 2014; Toribio
et al, 2018

Emax Carrying capacity of SE
population

11.1 — 108 CFU/cm2 Olson et al, 2014; Toribio
et al, 2018

gEB Effective strength of inhibition
on SE growth by a high skin

barrier integrity

558 558 � [10-1, 10] n/a —

dEA Death rate of SE from killing
by SA AMP

478 478�[10-2,1] 1/day Nakatsuji et al, 2017

bE th Threshold population of SE
that activates the QS-switch

1.13 [1.13�10-1, Emax] 108 CFU/cm2 Olson et al, 2014

bAp;th Population of SA required to
kill SE at half-strength

1.13 [1.13�10-1, Amax] 108 CFU/cm2 —

Parameters of the dynamics modelling the state of the skin barrier integrity

kB Rate of skin turnover 0.0711 0.0711� [10-1, 10] 1/day Hoffman et al, 2014

dB Rate of skin shedding 0.0289 0.0289� [10-1, 10] 1/day Koster, 2009bdBA Rate of damage of skin barrier
integrity by virulence factors

of SA

0.1 0.1�[10-1, 10] cm2/(108CFU $ day) —

bdBE Rate of damage of skin barrier
integrity by virulence factors

of SE

0.1 0.1�[10-3, 10]1 cm2/(108CFU $ day) —

Abbreviations: AMP, antimicrobial peptide; CFU, colony-forming unit; max, maximum; QS, quorum sensing; SA, Staphylococcus aureus; SE,
Staphylococcus epidermidis.
1When sampled values of bdBE < 1� 10�2 cm2/(108CFU day), we set bdBE ¼ 0 to account for some SE strains being non-skin damaging.
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Supplementary Table S2. Summary of Estimated
(kA,Amax) and (kE,Emax) Values from 4 Data Sources

Reference
Data Source

Fitting in
Supplementary
Figure S13

Estimated
(kA[day

-1],
Amax[OD])

Estimated
(kE[day

-1],
Emax[OD])

James et al, 2013 (a) (26.2, 1.91)

Miajlovic et al, 2010 (b) (23.3, 6.03)

(c) (12.4, 1.20)

Toribio et al, 2018 (d) (9.75, 13.5)

(e) (16.2,
6.52)

(f) (21.4,
5.58)

Olson et al, 2014 (g) (13.5,
1.64)

Abbreviations: max, maximum; OD, optical density.

The fitting of the model in Equations S33 and S34 are shown in
Supplementary Figure S13.

Supplementary Table S3. SA agr (I) Activity in the
Presence and Absence of SE AIPs (Data Extracted from
Williams et al [2019])

Media Condition
SA agr (I) Activity (% Relative Fluorescence

Units to Control)

Control 100

Supernatant of SE WT 11.0

Supernatant of SE D AIP 128

Abbreviations: agr, accessory gene regulator; AIP, autoinducing peptide;
SA, Staphylococcus aureus; SE, Staphylococcus epidermidis; WT, wild
type.

We use the measurement of SA agr (I) activity grown in cell-free spent
media of SE WT as the measurement for Aagr epi and its activity when
grown in cell-free spent media of SE D AIP as the measurement for
Aagr no epi.
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